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EDITORS NOTE – I apologize to members for not introducing myself in the March newsletter. Peter
Brennan is your newsletter editor, having taken over from Margaret Burbidge who has done such a
fantastic job keeping members informed over the past couple of years. I don’t intend to make any
great changes to the format of the newsletter – after all it is still a means of keeping all members in
touch with the many and varied activities that are offered by
Ararat U3A. I can only publish what members provide me with, so please get in contact and let me
know what your group is up to. Photos are always welcome of course. I can be contacted by phone
and email as follows:
Email: peterbrennan22@gmail.com
Home Phone: 5356 2520. Mobile Phone: 0428 947 947
PRESIDENT’S PRATTLE
Winter is fast approaching with warm clothes, heaters and a hot cup of whatever
takes your fancy. Many of our members are heading North to enjoy the warmer
weather which many of us envy. Safe journeys grey nomads!!!
The steam cleaning of our carpets has been noticed and appreciated by many. It is
now multi coloured, not grey!!! The purchase of two heaters make things much
more agreeable in the kitchen area and they are transportable to other rooms.
The Dine Out Night at Desi Swag was enjoyed by 34 people. The food was great, as
usual. Tai Chi is proving to be very popular with 15 in attendance. It is also
noticeable the difference our Gardening Appreciation & Maintenance is making
around the building. Well done. The visit to the Great Stupa near Bendigo plus
lunch at the Bendigo Pottery were enjoyed by 12 people. Bendigo did put on
beautiful cloudless skies.
Heather McRae has been instrumental in securing the Afrobeat Workshop and is also
prepared to have training for future lessons. Thanks to Margaret Burbidge for
applying to Ararat Community Enterprise for a grant to purchase 10 African Drums
which has been approved.
Mad About Science is enjoyed by members with many experiments leaving us in awe
and wonder. Janine Adams then explains the whys and wherefores in a fun way.
Until next time, stay warm and well.
Lynne Wilson
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ARARAT COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE

Ararat U3A recently received a grant for $2200 from Ararat Community Enterprise (ACE) to
support the Djembe Drumming program. But what do you know about ACE? Ararat Community
Enterprise (ACE) was established in 2007 for the long-term benefit of the local community. They
have been able to hand back more than $400,000 to local facilities and organizations. ACE is a
not-for-profit charitable organization that is managed and operated by a Board of Management
comprised of Ararat locals.
You can support ACE in the following ways:
• Take your custom to an ACE partner – Bendigo Bank, WFI and Bendigo Telco
• Register your account to support ACE
• A percentage of the partner’s profit goes to ACE
• ACE distributes money to the community
MEMBER OF THE MONTH
Merle Brain
When I was asked to write my history, I thought: ‘What have I done that would interest others?’
I was born in 1931 during the depression to Vic and Annie Ball of Merino, who had a sheep
property, so there was always plenty of healthy food. I started at a one teacher school with
fifteen pupils when I was six. We rode horses to school. After grade six I missed a year of school –
I spent eight months ‘dying’ in hospital until my doctor had me admitted to the Children’s Hospital
in Melbourne where I became a ‘guinea pig’ for the new miracle drug, penicillin, got better and
was never ill again until I was sixty.
I did my secondary schooling in Hamilton, then I went as a student teacher to Casterton Primary
School and then one year at Ballarat Teachers College. I taught at Casterton, Merino and Willaura.
In 1954 I married Ken Brain of ‘Willinda Park’, Willaura and became a farmer’s wife rearing four
small children and enjoying community life in a then prosperous community – joining the Church
guild, bowls, golf, Lions Club, Hospital Auxiliary, mothers club and school council which I was a
member of for 20 years. I was the foundation secretary of the Willaura Kindergarten, organizing
fund raising events, including the first wine and cheese tasting and fashion parade to be held in
the town. Ken built most of the climbing equipment for the playground.
At forty years of age I went back to Willaura Primary to fill a vacancy for three months and stayed
for twenty years! After returning to teaching I had to give up my social activities as they were held
during the week but after retiring, I became involved in my previous interests again. I was
president of the Hospital Auxiliary, president of the bowls club for three terms and then treasurer
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and played pennant bowls with them until the club closed. I was also a member of the Lions Club
and the footy club.
In our forties we decided to travel. Our first trip was to an International Transport Conference in
Washington. We flew into Vancouver, then train and bus and flew to Montreal, down to
Washington and then on to South America. We had a cup of coffee in the President’s private train
and won a jackpot in Las Vagas!
When our children reached secondary school there was no school bus in our area or the Yarram
Park area so Ken convinced the Education Department that one was needed as the other bus
operators were not interested in providing a bus so we bought a 28 seater and operated the run
for many years. We had to become a member of the Victorian Transport Association!
Our next trip was to a transport conference in Dublin. We flew via Nepal where we rode
elephants, looked for rhinos and slept in a tree house. Then it was on to India and then on to
Ireland – you have never seen green until you go to Ireland! The next trip was to Spain and Greece
for an International Farm tour. I have been to nineteen different countries, including England,
Ireland, Scotland, across Europe, Asia, North and South Africa, Canada, America, Russia, the Pacific
islands and New Zealand. We’ve also travelled Australia from north to south and east to west by
car. I’ve climbed the Eiffel tower and the Statue of Liberty, shook hands with a mummified Viking,
been to a bull fight in Spain and climbed the tombs of kings and queens in Egypt. I have loved the
ancient histories of Italy and Greece as I am a bit of a history nut. It was the only subject I ever got
100% for!
Nine years ago, I moved into Ararat when my grandson came home to help on the farm, and he
moved into my homestead. He is the fourth generation on the farm. I joined the ladies Probus
Club and did a term as president. I read about U3A in the paper and then decided to join – the
best thing I ever did! I am making many new friends and I want to thank all the members of U3A
who give their time and experience in organizing the many activities that are available to
members. I still miss the farm after 60 years there and long-time friends.
BOOK CLUB
The book club group has resumed, and all agree that it is much more pleasant to get together in
person rather than have a ‘Zoom’ session. The April book was ‘American Dirt’ – a 2020 best seller
about a woman and her son attempting to escape Mexico to the USA after a drug cartel murdered
her husband and other family members. This book is a real page turner and highly recommended.
GARDENING GROUP
The gardening group is a new activity for 2021 and has already had an impact by beautifying the
garden at the entrance to the U3A meeting rooms at Melbourne Polytechnic. They are putting out
a call to members who may have surplus gardening tools – any donations would be appreciated.
So check out your garden shed and let our treasurer, Carmel Stringer, if you have any tools that
you no longer need.
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EXCURSIONS
Great Stupa of Universal Compassion – contributed by Leonie Foster
On Friday 30 April, 12 members set off to Bendigo on a perfect Autumn day with
coffee and cake in Maryborough at the magnificantly restored Bull and Mouth
hotel.
The great Stupa of Universal Compassion is located in Myers Flat on the outskirts of
Bendigo and is the largest in the Western World. The estimated cost is $AUD20
million. It is home to many holy objects, the most impressive being the Jade
Buddha carved from gem quality jade in the world.
We had a very informative tour and admired the extensive gardents, water features and statues.
Most of use were under whelmed by the over abundance of plastic flowers.
Next stop was the Bendigo Pottery – established in 1858, Australia’s oldest
working pottery, producing high quality ceramics for over 150 years. We
enjoyed lunch in the on-site café and then wandered around the pottery and
adjoining artist studios. A very enjoyable (and educational!) day out.
‘DINE OUT’ at Desi Swag, Indian restaurant
35 members and guests attended the
first ‘Dine Out’ on Tuesday, 4 May at
Desi Swag Indian restaurant. This proved
a very popular outing with excellent food
and the great sound of happy chatter.

GET TO KNOW YOUR MEMBERS
School Memories
U3A members were asked about their education experiences - Primary and secondary schooling,
post school education, favourite teacher and why, and a fond memory of school
Bill Stringer
Born in Robinvale, I attended Robinvale Consolidated School. This was the
local State School formed by consolidating all of the local schools that had
been established in the Robinvale soldier settlement district. Buses picked
up kids from as far away as Wemen and Boundary Bend. Although we
were just far enough from town to catch the bus, my cousins lived only 1
mile from town and didn’t qualify for free bus travel. Our mothers drove the
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two families to school every day and I often made everyone late when I was in Prep because I
insisted on tying my own shoelaces.
Secondary School was also in Robinvale, at the adjacent High School. My year level was quite
large (about 90-100), being baby boomers and had a reputation for being unruly. I usually paid
attention in class and had a good memory, so passing tests was never a problem. Unfortunately I
never learned how to study so struggled at the final HSC exams.
My first choice for Tertiary study was Metallurgy at the recently established Ballarat Institute of
Advanced Education, and as they were struggling for numbers, accepted anyone who nominated.
The new on-site residences at Mt Helen brought together young adults from all over Victoria who
were relishing the freedom of moving out of home. The highlight was the End of Year Ball in 1975
where I finally mustered the courage to ask Carmel to be my partner, she still is!

Janine Adams

Primary School - I attended Ararat West Primary
School between 1967 and 1973. In Prep I met my
Lifelong friend Tracie (Bonner) Laidlaw. We were in
the same class throughout our Primary and Secondary
education. I enjoyed being at Primary School,
especially when you got to read as many books as you
liked. I still can recall the words to John and Betty. I think it was one of the first
books I got to take home. I only have good memories of Ararat West. Some highlights were,
having Harry Wheeler as my Grade 6 teacher, playing sport at recess and lunchtime. The unique
sports that used to be played such as ball and saucer relays, cross ball and circle gap in the school
sports. I was House Captain of Red House. The fads like elastics, hoola hoops, yo-yos, swap cards,
and hop scotch. In Grade 6 I also had the responsibility of putting radio shows through the speaker
systems to different classes throughout the school. Milk in the bottles for morning recess is
another memory.
Secondary School – From 1974 to 1979 I attended Ararat High. The seventies were an interesting
time and I was lucky to be taught by some fantastic teachers. Geoff Parkinson, Ian McGregor, Bob
Chapman, Tony and Linda Crewe, John Mawson, Anne Marshall, Rick Thomas and Kay Gerloff who
was to become Kay Mawson.
Highlights from my school days - Watching my Form One Science teacher Geoff Shanks have the
lead role in Ararat’s Musical Company production of My Fair Lady playing opposite Jan Park.
Walkathons which went for 16kms! It would interesting these days to try and get kids to walk that
far. Getting to have the Dungeon as Form Six common room.
Overseas teachers - we had a lot of American teachers in the seventies, Irish English teacher Miss
Morris who was one of my favourite teachers, but it could have been I just liked hearing her talk.
After school - I was lucky to be employed as a laboratory technician at Ararat High in 1981.
In 2002 I attended Ballarat University and obtained a Bachelor of Science and Technology degree.
This allowed me to become a teacher of Science at Ararat College until I officially retired in
February this year. You know people often say they either loved or hated school I was definitely on
the love side. I am enjoying being able to attend classes at U3A and being able to teach a Science
class.
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TAI CHI
Tai Chi is a popular new program with 15 of our U3A members attending the
first class.
The warm-up exercises were followed by Lisa demonstrating and teaching
several movements. It is gentle exercise working within our comfort limits.
The session ended with cool-down exercises and a few minutes meditation.
It’s not too late to join in – wear comfortable clothes and bring $10 per
session.
BE CONNECTED
A number of U3A members were lucky to witness Margaret Wright painting
on her Ipad using a program called MyBrushesPro. Eight years ago she gave
away her water colours for technology. She is most adept at selecting
brushes and colours to expertly create landscapes of great beauty. Last year
she selected her twelve favourite paintings of 2020 to create a calendar to
present to all family members for Christmas. The enthusiasm with which she
has embraced the technology is truly admirable.
A big thank-you to Margaret for assisting us and sharing her knowledge, skills,
and time.
MAD ABOUT SCIENCE
Janine Adams has introduced a
new program for Term 2 called
‘Mad About Science’. Janine is
passionate about science,
having taught junior science
and senior chemistry at Ararat
College for many years. She is
keen to introduce older people
to the wonders of science by
conducting practical
demonstrations and hands-on classes. Why not drop in and see the science lab she has set up?
CRAFT
This small but enthusiastic group of ladies get together on Monday and make a wide range of craft
articles. Led by Wendy Lewis, this talented group of ladies produce some beautiful articles.
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TALKING BOOKS – BERYL RASELLI
As a non-user of Ipad technology the task of introducing me to the world of Ipad was given to Pam
Brennan from U3A. The lessons were intended to teach me to email for ease of contact with
relatives, friends, organizations, etc. However, when Pam showed me an app which connected
me to the local library, I was instantly hooked on this Ipad feature. In retirement and having
macular degeneration the Ipad has been wonderful for the following reasons:
• Ease of access to browse through audio titles on offer from the library
• If I’m not enjoying the writing or characters, I can return it instantly and time extensions
can also be done instantly if more time is required to finish a book
• As all services are on offer 24 hours a day, 7 days a week all borrowing or returning can be
done at your convenience whether at home or travelling
• As the Ipad is mobile I can now listen to books as I’m gardening, cooking, cleaning etc
(which takes the pain out of any of these tasks)
So, thanks to Pam from U3A for her patient instructions when introducing me to the Ipad and
Ashleigh from the Ararat/Central Highlands library who set up all the programs necessary for me
to continue to read for the rest of my life.
I now look forward to learning how to use the following programs on the Ipad – email, camera use
and storage, podcasts, TV, Iview and world radio (with help from my grandchildren as well!)
PS: The biggest surprise since. Hooking into audio books is the much wider range of topics and
interests that I’ve embraced, enjoyed and shared with friends.
Beryl has listened to many talking books, using a U3A Ipad that was purchased through the ‘Be
Connected’ program. Beryl’s recommendations for this month are:
• ‘Blue Ribbons, Bitter Bread’ – author, Susanna DeVries. A biography of Australian woman
Joice Loch who saved 1000’s Polish and Jewish children from the Nazis
• ‘A House in the Sky’ – authors Amanda Lindhout, Sara Corbett. The story of a woman who
survived kidnap and being held captive for a year in war-torn Somalia
WHAT ARE YOU WATCHING ON TV?
The old cliché “it’s not a place, it’s a state of mind” certainly
applies to the ABC’s new eight-part drama serie ‘Wakefield’. A
quiet, reflective ensemble piece, the series explores the inner
landscapes of the staff and patients at the titular psychological
hospital.
Our focal character is Nik (Rudi Dharmalingnam), a compassionate
and resourceful nurse who does his best to care for the patients
under his charge, while occasionally butting heads with more
protocol-straitened powers that be, mainly in the person of
Nursing Unit Manager Linda (Mandy McElhinney). What terrible
irony, then, when Nik’s own mental health begins to slip. At first
it’s just an earworm he can’t get rid of (Come on Eileen by Dexys’
Midnight Runners), but it soon becomes apparent that some
childhood trauma is haunting him, coupled with anxiety about his
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sister’s impending wedding. As Nik’s past and present commingle, other characters and narrative
lines intersect.

FILM GROUP NEWS – from Margaret Burbidge
What we have seen so far on this term on Big Screen.
Singin’ in the Rain - the first, with fabulous dancing by Gene Kelly, Debbie Reynolds and Donald
O’Connor in this 1952 reissued version - brilliant colour.
Walk the line is a great title for Johnny Cash’s story. He doesn’t manage to do that, and we saw his
struggle with drugs alcohol and relationships. Joaquin Phoenix and Reese Witherspoon make the
story very real. Witherspoon won an Academy Award for the role.
Seducing Dr Lewis - an easy watching subtitled Canadian French language movie about a small
island community and their connivance to keep the Doctor they lampooned into being part of a
scheme to attract industry and work for their community. Good fun, great scenery. ‘Charming’
said Sue.
Next week 31 May will see the screening of Madama Butterfly presented by Opera Australia. Set
on the Sydney Harbour, with Puccini’s wonderful music, great drama, heart wrenching story. Sung
in Italian, English subtitles. Spectacular in every aspect - from this biased admirer. Must see
DJEMBE DRUMMING UPDATE
Great excitement at U3A when 10 drums
arrived from “African drumming”
- www.africandrumming.com.au. A very
big thank-you to ACE for their generous
grant, and Margaret Burbidge for her
efforts in submitting a successful
application.
The Djembe Drumming workshop, run by
Afrobeat - afrobeat.com.au - was
postponed, due to facilitator illness, until
Thursday June 10th at 11:30 am. There
are a few spots available. Next semester
we are hoping to run regular sessions in
our program.
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